
WSAudiology are innovators of hearing technology. The company was formed in 2019 from the merging of
Sivantos and Widex. This amalgamation of expertise means the company has a combined experience of over 140
years. Their hearing devices are sold across the globe and they have a presence in over 125 countries.  As a
result of their large brand portfolio, one in every three hearing aids around the world is manufactured by
WSAudiology.

GLOBAL INDUSTRY LEADERS

EUROPEAN 
PATENT ATTORNEY

The force behind their continued success is their people. WSAudiology employ 11,000 employees across 44
different countries. They are a truly global company, celebrating 60 nationalities. WSAudiology are a company
who hold each and every employee in high esteem for the individual knowledge and experience they bring.
WSAudiology champion interdisciplinary interactions and the collaboration of departments across the company -
valuing and utilising every individual's experience. It is a truly cooperative and cohesive team to be part of.

COOPERATING TOGETHER

This is a unique opportunity to join the IP department within WSAudiology at an exciting time. WSAudiology are
industry leaders but they have their sights set on being number one. The work within their IP department is key
to supporting their efforts of achieving the position of top industry leaders. In light of this, you will come to the
post with some experience, ideally as a qualified EPA or near qualification. You will bring technical knowledge
within Signal Processing, Electrical Engineering, Electronics or Physics and be passionate about working in an
industry role. With experience in drafting and prosecution, you will also bring knowledge of IP strategy and
business development in order to support the cohesive efforts and overall development of WSAudiology.

If you are ready to join a successful, ambitious and leading company, then WSAudiology very much look forward
to hearing from you. 

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

For more information or to apply, please contact MWA. All third-party applications will be forwarded to MWA for assessment.
Call +44 113 3910862 or email Graham Marlow, Assistant Director: graham@mwaip.com  or Rachel Atkins, Search Associate: rachel@mwaip.com
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